
Christmas crossword
By Oedipus and Witzelsucht

Across
1 Unconsciously revert to childhood, right, on

the way out (7)
5 Raise mood using Transactional Analysis

back in French pupil (7)
9 Straighten out a pizza one bends i.e.

tranquillisers (15)
10 Bill Fish betrays an emotion (7)11 Males' bottom sounds like a guilty mind (4,

3)
12 Main in Drug Abuse Action (3)
14 Procedure to sound out bladder hesitancy

(6)
16 Vitamin that horse consumed (I hear) (6)
17 South American psychiatric syndrome

found in the Caucasus too (5)
18 Find one's soul in Gypsy cheirognomy (6)

2O Talk rubbish when you have extreme baby
trouble (6)

23 Time for dry wine? (3)
25 A Doctor (of Divinity) to conclude a list of

things to be attached (7)
26 Plant disease guided with hastiness (7)
27 Animal noise, a loud noise, agreeing with

delusions that don't! (4, 11)
28 Doctor at rim - the right one who drags the

bottom (7)
29 Messy mescaline 'e left out? I forget (7)

A Gaskell book and a College mug will be
given for the first correctly completed
crossword drawn out of a hat. Entries
should be sent to Dr Matthew Jelley.
Consultant Psychiatrist, Royal United Hos
pital, Combe Park, Bath BAI 3NG or Dr
John Owen, Consultant Psychiatrist,
Cossham Hospital, Lodge Hill, Kingswood.
Bristol BS15 1LF to arrive not later than
31 January 1998.

The name of the winner and solution to
the competition will appear in the April
1998 issue of the Psychiatric Bulletin.

Down
Alienates someone who polishes again (7)
Approximate answers give weight to
responses heard by doctor in disordered
moneys (7, 8)

3 Eastern purpose engendering passion (7)
4 Mood movements in a children's playground

(6)
5 Skin disease that sounds like a former

mother (6)
6 Universal language, without hesitation,

describes syndrome at 17 across (7)
7 Bombs fell in area covered by delusions (8,

7)
8 Three ways to wash will produce domination

... (7)
13 ... then replacing the toilet with propriety

will follow (5)
15 Mental state examination in the middle of

mannerisms, e.g. (1, 1, 1)
16 Foist a watch? (3)
18 Primitive instincts following a mould to

produce an extrachromosomal body (7)
19 The knack of holding alcohol produces a

form of suicide (7)
21 Initially, a leading system of rating anorexia

nervosa was rated second (4, 3)
22 Photographic imagery produced by a

reversal of, quote, "Stamp" (7)

23 A UFO to go under cup (6)
24 A number of skulls, a hundred, precede the

sound of the weather getting wetter (6)
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